Virtual Football is a powerful, yet easy-to-use solution
for inserting virtual graphics on the football (soccer)
pitch or in-stadium via the primary camera as well as
off-side cameras.
Virtual Football is a powerful, yet easy-to-use system
for inserting virtual graphics on the football (soccer)
pitch, or in-stadium via the primary camera as well
as offside cameras. Based solely on advanced image
processing, Virtual Football doesn’t require camera
sensors or special camera heads.

HERE ARE 5 REASONS YOU NEED VIRTUAL FOOTBALL
by advanced image processing.
1. Powered
Virtual Football doesn’t require camera sensors or special camera heads. A built-in keyer is designed to overcome
harsh environmental effects, such as shadows and bright sunlight.

Football comes with an array of tools designed to creatively enhance your live football
2. Virtual
production.
Tools include team or commercial logos on the pitch, distance to goals and defenders in a free kick situation, a
built-in disc recorder for fast-turnaround off side lines replay, real-time ball speed and more.

Tracking integration.
3. Player
Visulize player tracking graphics from multiple tracking systems, including ChyronHego’s award-winning TRACAB
system. Using TRACAB, you can show player tracking data both live and in replay.

quick to set-up.
4. Extremely
Connect, Start and Go! Simply connect the video in and out, start the application, and follow the quick step-by-step
set-up guide. It’s that easy!

Unified Platform.
5. One
ChyronHego’s Virtual Football, Virtual Placement and Virtual 1st run on the same unified platform. Any one of
these applications is just a click away. Save valuable time and money with ChyronHego’s Unified Platform.

Contact ChyronHego Sales and
schedule a demonstration today @
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Asia/Pacific

+65 97266058
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Join the conversation online with
ChyronHego @
http://www.facebook.com/chyronhego
http://www.twitter.com/chyronhego
http://www.youtube.com/chyronmelville
http://forum.chyronhego.com
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